Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Allocating resources to several agents in a satisfactory way is a classical problem in combinatorial optimization. In particular, interesting questions arise if agents have different valuations of resources or if additional constraints are imposed for a feasible allocation. In this work we study the fair allocation of *n* indivisible goods or items to a set of *k* agents. Each agent has its own additive utility function over the set of items. The goal is to assign every item to exactly one of the agents such that the minimal utility over all agents is as large as possible. Related problems of fair allocation are frequently studied in Computational Social Choice, see, e.g., \[[@CR9]\]. In the area of Combinatorial Optimization a similar problem is well-known as the *Santa Claus* problem (see \[[@CR5]\]), which can be also seen as weight partitioning as well as a scheduling problem.

In this paper we look at the problem from a graph theoretical perspective and add a major new aspect to the problem. We allow an incompatibility relation between pairs of items, meaning that incompatible items should not be allocated to the same agent. This can reflect the fact that items rule out their joint usage or simply the fact that certain items are identical (or from a similar type) and it does not make sense for one agent to receive more than one of these items. We will represent such a relation by a *conflict graph* where vertices correspond to items and edges express incompatibilities. Now, every feasible allocation to one agent must be an independent set in the conflict graph. This means that the overall solution can also be expressed as a *partial* *k-coloring* of the conflict graph *G*, but in addition every vertex/item has a profit value for every color/agent and the sum of profits of vertices/items assigned to one color/agent should be optimized in a maxi-min sense.

We believe that this problem combines aspects of independent sets, graph coloring, and weight partitioning in an interesting way, offering new perspectives to look at these classical combinatorial optimization problems.

Disjunctive constraints represented by conflict graphs were considered for a wide variety of combinatorial optimization problems. We just mention the knapsack problem \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\], bin packing \[[@CR18]\], scheduling (e.g., \[[@CR8], [@CR13]\]) and problems on graphs (e.g., \[[@CR11]\]).

For a formal definition of our problem we consider a set *V* of items with cardinality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_1,\ldots ,p_k: V \rightarrow \mathbb {Z}_+$$\end{document}$. The *satisfaction level* of an ordered *k*-partition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_1,\dots , p_k$$\end{document}$) is defined as the minimum of the resulting profits $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_j(X_j) := \sum _{v\in X_j}p_j(v)$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j\in \{1,\ldots , k\}$$\end{document}$. The classical fair division problem can be stated as follows.

For the special case, where all *k* profit functions are identical, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_1= p_2=\ldots =p_k$$\end{document}$, the problem can also be represented in a scheduling setting. There are *k* identical machines and *n* jobs, which have to be assigned to the machines by a *k*-partitioning. The goal is to maximize the minimal completion time (corresponding to the satisfaction level) over all *k* machines. It was pointed out in \[[@CR12]\] that this problem is weakly NP-hard even for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=2$$\end{document}$ machines. Indeed, it is easy to see that an algorithm deciding the above scheduling problem for two machines would also decide the classical [Partition]{.smallcaps} problem: given *n* integers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\ge 3$$\end{document}$, one can simply add jobs of length one half of the sum of weights in the instance of [Partition]{.smallcaps}. If *k* is not fixed, but part of the input, the same scheduling problem is strongly NP-hard as mentioned in \[[@CR4]\]. In fact, an instance of the strongly NP-complete [3-Partition]{.smallcaps} problem with 3*m* elements and target bound *B* could be decided by any algorithm for the scheduling problem with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=m$$\end{document}$ machines and a desired minimal completion time equal to *B*. We conclude for later reference.

Observation 1 {#FPar1}
-------------

[Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division of Indivisible Goods]{.smallcaps}, even with *k* identical profit functions, is weakly NP-hard for any constant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\ge 2$$\end{document}$ and strongly NP-hard for *k* being part of the input.

Note that the problem is still only weakly NP-hard for constant *k* even for arbitrary profit functions, since we can construct a pseudo-polynomial algorithm solving the problem with a *k*-dimensional dynamic programming array.

The first elaborate treatment of [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division of Indivisible Goods]{.smallcaps} was given in \[[@CR7]\], where two approximation algorithms with bounded (but not constant) approximation ratio were given. They also mention that the problem cannot be approximated by a factor better than 1/2 (under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {P} \ne \text {NP}$$\end{document}$). In \[[@CR14]\] further approximation results were derived. In 2006 Bansal and Sviridenko \[[@CR5]\] coined the term *Santa Claus* problem, which corresponds to the variant of the above problem when *k* is not fixed but part of the input. Since then a huge number of approximation results have appeared on this problem of allocating indivisible goods exploring different concepts of objective functions and various approximation measures.

A different specialization is assumed in the widely studied *Restricted Max-Min Fair Allocation* problem. This is a special case of [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division of Indivisible Goods]{.smallcaps} where every item $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v_i$$\end{document}$, i.e., the profit function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_j(v_i) \in \{0, p(v_i)\}$$\end{document}$. A fairly recent overview of approximation results both for this restricted setting as well as for the general case of the Santa Claus problem can be found in \[[@CR3]\].

In this paper we study a generalization of [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division of Indivisible Goods]{.smallcaps}, where a *conflict graph* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G = (V,E)$$\end{document}$ on the set *V* of items to be divided is introduced. An edge $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{i,j\} \in E$$\end{document}$ means that items *i* and *j* should not be assigned to the same subset of the partition. The conflict graph immediately gives rise to (partial) colorings of the graph which were studied by Berge \[[@CR6]\] and de Werra \[[@CR22]\].

Definition 1 {#FPar2}
------------

A *partial* *k-coloring* of a graph *G* is a sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(X_1,\ldots ,X_k)$$\end{document}$ of pairwise disjoint independent sets in *G*.

Combining the profit structure with the notion of coloring we define for the *k* profit functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_1,\ldots ,p_k: V \rightarrow \mathbb {Z}_+$$\end{document}$ and for each partial *k*-coloring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c = (X_1,\ldots , X_k)$$\end{document}$ a *k*-tuple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(p_1(X_1),\ldots , p_k(X_k))$$\end{document}$, called the *profit profile* of *c*. The minimum profit of a profile, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\min _{j=1}^k \{ p_j(X_j)\}$$\end{document}$, is the *satisfaction level* of *c*. Now we can define the problem considered in this paper:

In the hardness reductions of this paper we will frequently use the decision version of this problem: for a given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q \in \mathbb {Z}_+$$\end{document}$, does there exists a partial *k*-coloring of *G* with satisfaction level at least *q*?

Note that an optimal partial *k*-coloring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=1$$\end{document}$, the problem coincides with the weighted independent set problem. In particular, since the case of unit weights and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k = 1$$\end{document}$ generalizes the independent set problem, we obtain the following result.

Observation 2 {#FPar3}
-------------

[Fair]{.smallcaps} 1[-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} is strongly NP-hard.

Thus, the addition of the conflict structure gives rise to a much more complicated problem, since [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division of Indivisible Goods]{.smallcaps} (which arises naturally as a special case for an edgeless conflict graph *G*) is trivial for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\ge 2$$\end{document}$ (see Observation [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}).Fig. 1.Relationships between various graph classes and the complexity of the [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} problem. The arrow from a class $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {G}_2$$\end{document}$. Label 'PP' means that the problem is solvable in pseudo-polynomial time for each fixed *k* in the given class, label 'sNPc' means that the problem is strongly NP-complete for all fixed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k = 1$$\end{document}$, as it coincides with the weighted independent set problem.

In this contribution we first introduce a general concept of extendable graph families and show that for every such graph class $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {G}$$\end{document}$ in which [Independent Set]{.smallcaps} is NP-complete, the decision version of our [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} is strongly NP-complete when the conflict graphs are in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {G}$$\end{document}$ (Sect. [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}). By a similar reasoning we can also reach a strong inapproximability result for our problem. For bipartite conflict graphs as well as their line graphs [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} can be shown to be strongly NP-hard (Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}) although the corresponding [Independent Set]{.smallcaps} problem is polynomial-time solvable. On the other hand, for the relevant special case of biconvex bipartite graphs (cf. \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]), [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} can be solved by a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm. This result is based on an insightful pseudo-polynomial algorithm for the problem on a cocomparability conflict graph (Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}). See Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} for a summary of these results. Many proofs had to be omitted for lack of space. They can be found in the extended version of this paper posted on <http://arxiv.org/abs/2003.11313>.

Hardness Results {#Sec2}
================

Observation [2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} shows that [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} is strongly NP-hard even for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=1$$\end{document}$ for general graphs, while Observation [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} shows the weak NP-hardness of the problem for constant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\ge 2$$\end{document}$, for various well-known graph classes.

General Hardness Results {#Sec3}
------------------------

We start with the following general property of graph classes. Let us call a class of graphs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal G}$$\end{document}$ *sustainable* if every graph in the class can be enlarged to a graph in the class by adding to it one vertex. More formally, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal G}$$\end{document}$ is sustainable if for every graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G'-v = G$$\end{document}$. Clearly, any class of graphs closed under adding isolated vertices, or under adding universal vertices is sustainable. This property is shared by many well known graph classes, including planar graphs, bipartite graphs, chordal graphs, perfect graphs, etc. Furthermore, all graph classes defined by a single nontrivial forbidden induced subgraph are sustainable.

### Lemma 1 {#FPar4}

For every graph *H* with at least two vertices, the class of *H*-free graphs is sustainable.

For an example of a non-sustainable graph class $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal G}$$\end{document}$ closed under vertex deletion, consider the family of all cycles and their induced subgraphs. Then every cycle is in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal G}$$\end{document}$. The importance of sustainable graph classes for [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} is evident from the following theorem.

### Theorem 3 {#FPar5}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal G}$$\end{document}$ be a sustainable class of graphs for which the decision version of [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} is (strongly) NP-complete. Then, for every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal G}$$\end{document}$ is (strongly) NP-complete.

Since the [Independent Set]{.smallcaps} problem is a special case of the [Fair]{.smallcaps} 1[-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps}, Theorem [3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} immediately implies the following.

### Corollary 1 {#FPar6}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal G}$$\end{document}$ be a sustainable class of graphs for which [Independent Set]{.smallcaps} is NP-complete. Then, for every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal G}$$\end{document}$ is strongly NP-complete.

It is known (see, e.g., \[[@CR2]\]) that for every graph *H* that has a component that is not a path or a subdivision of the claw, [Independent Set]{.smallcaps} is NP-complete on *H*-free graphs. Thus, for every such graph *H*, Lemma [1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} imply that for every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\ge 1$$\end{document}$, [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} (decision version) with *H*-free conflict graphs is strongly NP-complete. By using a similar argument, we even get a strong inapproximability result for general graphs.

### Theorem 4 {#FPar7}
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Bipartite Graphs and Their Line Graphs {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------

In this section we show that for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The proof for bipartite graphs shows strong NP-hardness even for the case when all the profit functions are equal.
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### Theorem 6 {#FPar10}
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The proof is based on a reduction from the following problem, shown to be NP-complete by Pálvölgi (see \[[@CR19]\]): Given a bipartite graph *G* and an integer *q*, does *G* contain a perfect matching and a disjoint matching of size *q*?

Pseudo-Polynomial Algorithms for Special Graph Classes {#Sec5}
======================================================
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The proof is based on a directed acyclic graph representing a transitive orientation of the complement of *G*.

Lemma [2](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"} implies the following.

Theorem 7 {#FPar12}
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Lemma 3 {#FPar13}
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Property (iii) can be put in context with Theorem [7](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"}. Indeed, it is known that permutation graphs are a subclass of cocomparability graphs (see, e.g., \[[@CR10]\]). This gives rise to the following result that [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} on biconvex graphs is indeed easier (from the complexity point of view) than on general bipartite graphs. It should be pointed out that the contribution of Theorem [8](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"} is the identification of the complexity status of the problem, but not a practically relevant algorithm, since the pseudo-polynomial running time will be prohibitive in practice. The high-level idea of the algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
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Proof {#FPar15}
-----
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In this paper we introduced the [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} and studied it from a computational complexity point of view, with respect to various restrictions on the conflict graph. In particular, we could show that the problem is strongly $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Beside the results given in this work we can also derive pseudo-polynomial algorithms for [Fair]{.smallcaps} *k* [-Division Under Conflicts]{.smallcaps} if the conflict graph is chordal or if its treewidth or clique-width is bounded. These results will be described in a future publication.
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